
 

Native Instruments Kontakt 5.6.8 UNLOCKED MAC OS X Natively, Kontakt is able to load sample-based Virtual Instruments
(VIs) as well as instruments related to the Acoustic Sampler Engine. It also features an Advanced Kits mode which can be used
to load custom kits consisting of one or more samples loaded in the Sample Editor Instrument, together with any associated
MIDI information. This mode is available for both sample-based VIs and acoustic sampler instruments. The Advanced Kits
mode offers many powerful editing options, including pitch shift, envelope changes, filter sweeps and other effects that can be
applied on a per-sample basis. Kontakt also features a Combinator sampler instrument, which allows you to play up to 16
different sample-based instruments simultaneously and integrate their sounds into a single performance. You can combine any
of the built-in sample-based VIs and the 8 engines from the Sample Editor, giving you an almost infinite number of possible
combinations! Best of all, Kontakt's instruments all feature full Retina display support (for Mac users), making it easy to get the
most out of Kontakt on your Mac.

Key Features:

Powerful sampling engine with True Legato technology and polyphonic pitch-bends. A selection of 8 high-quality instruments
based on the Sample Editor. A vast array of sound controls including over 200 effects, ranging from powerful reverbs to
characterful distortions, a unique granular synthesis engine and a looper. Customizable interface including a resizable window
and a unique floating Mixer for easy access to all controls at all times except when you're playing an instrument. Instant
mapping of sounds from your controller keyboard or MIDI controller. The ability to combine sounds from different instruments
into one performance via the Combinator sampler. 
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